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Abstract

Platform Planning Framework

for Open Source Hardware

Development with Case Study

of the Project Ara

Jiyun Kim

College of Industrial Engineering

Seoul National University

This paper will demonstrate how to evaluate platform design

for an open source hardware development project. First, the open

source hardware development is investigated as a methodology that

fulfills increasing demands for mass customization. In the open source

hardware development, a project owner offers a platform and its

sources to developers. Then independent developers separately develop

and release various functional modules based on the open platform

sources. The modules are compatible with the platform and both

together work as a complete product. Customers will choose the

platform and a set of modules which best meet their needs in the

market. Second, an evaluation model for the open source hardware

platform will be suggested. Developers’ participation is one of key
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factors to successful project management for the open source

hardware development. Developers will consider estimated

development costs and market size to make decision on participation.

With all these concerns, we established a platform evaluation model

for open source hardware projects in terms of how much it boosts

developers’ participation. To build the model the modular phone

development project Ara which is launched by Google is researched.

keywords : open source hardware, mass customization, platform

evaluation, developer participation, Google project Ara

Student Number : 2014-22641
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1. Maker Movement

There has been the trend sprouting that the web generation create

and share their own physical creations. This phenomenon is termed

‘Maker movement’ by Dale Dougherty of O’Reilly Media. Underneath

the phenomenon there are three big transformations in manufacturing.

First, digital tools for design and manufacturing, so called “Desktop

manufacturing” tools, are now easy to access and inexpensive. The

tools include the 3D printer, the laser cutter, the 3D scanner, and

CAD (computer aided design) software. Second, on the online

communities the design files are easily shared and collaborations are

common. Third, the factories are accessible on the web and open to

take even small sizes of orders. (Chris Anderson, 2013) These

factors are changing manufacturing as lowering costs for creative and

ingenious products. It is not difficult to find companies running the

manufacturing business with 3D printers to make iPhone cases,

lamps, jewelry, clothing and architectural models. (Ashlee Vance,

2010)

According to a study conducted by The Intellectual Property

Office in the UK, the aggregated number of files uploaded and active

users on 17 3D printing online platforms1) in 2014 are 385,118 and

1) 123D, 3dlt, cgtrader, cubehero, cubify, cuboyo, GrabCad, i.materialise,
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48,715 for each. The growth of 3D printing online communities has

been increased more than double every year by the number of files

uploaded per year from 2008 to 2014. Looking at the growth it is

necessary to contemplate its impact to industries and seek for ways

to catalyze its implementation. 3D printing, which is referred to

additive manufacturing, most brings its benefit when demand for

customization, flexibility, design complexity is high. The technology’s

economic characteristics are listed in Table 1 (Weller et al., 2015). 3D

printing technology is suitable for customization or part improvement

without additional cost penalty. Therefore it could offer customers

higher variety of products and lower barriers for developers to enter

a market.

In this paper the open source environment is closely investigated

as a necessary condition to utilize the 3D printing infrastructure for

the public use. The open source will be important resources for

individuals to build products using 3D printers. (Wikipedia, Maker

culture) There has been Open Source Software taking a great part of

the software industry improving its economic and technological

benefits. As local manufacturing facilities become available many open

source communities are building networks and sharing know-hows

and sources of hardware. This is called Open Source Hardware and it

is shaping characteristics in parallel with Open Source Software.

kraftwurx, leopoly, ponoko, sculpteo, shapeways, sketchup, the pirate bay,

thingiverse, youimagine
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Opportunities Limitations
  Acceleration and simplification
of product innovation: iterations
are not costly and end products
are rapidly available

  Price premiums can be
achieved through customization or
functional improvement of
products

  Customer co-design of
products without incurring cost
penalty in manufacturing

  Resolving “scale-scope
dilemma”: no cost penalties in
manufacturing for higher product
variety

  Inventories can become
obsolete when supported by
make-to-order processes

  Reduction of assembly work
with one-step production of
functional products

  Lowering barriers to market
entry

  Local production enabled
  Cost advantages of low-wage
countries might diminish in the
long run

  High marginal cost of
production (raw material costs and
energy intensity)

  No economies of scale
  Missing quality standards
  Product offering limited to
technological feasibility (solution
space, reproducibility, quality,
speed)

  Intellectual property rights and
warranty related limitations

  Training efforts required
  Skilled labor and strong
experience needed

<Table 1.> Economic opportunities and limitations of additive manufacturing

(Weller et al., 2015)

1.2. Open Source Hardware

At a maker community people open and share knowledge and

detailed sources of products. Most of contents are studied and

developed by independent developers. These contents are called open

source and it contains software codes or hardware related

information. Maker movement encourages sharing open source to

enable individuals build their own products whether they are experts

or not in engineering. There are several definitions of Open Source
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Hardware, but the term is used in many different contexts. However,

no matter in what context the term is used the common meaning of

it is that the knowledge and resources related to development of a

product are allowed to others to use. Here we stick to the definition

suggested by OSHWA (Open Source Hardware Association).

“Open source hardware is hardware whose design is made

publicly available so that anyone can study, modify, distribute,

make, and sell the design or hardware based on that design.”

The Open Source Hardware shares philosophy that allows people

control technology based on the culture of sharing knowledge and

designs to encourage commerce. The users can maximize their ability

with readily available materials, infrastructures, documentations, and

related processes in an ideal open source environment.

The product development through the open source methodology has

a strength in stimulating creativity so produces more outcomes

during the fixed time span. An empirical study compared two

different methods revealed that in the open source software projects

the number of functions added showed much greater growth rate

than the closed source projects. (Paulson et al., 2004) There are also

increasing demands for open source as a low cost alternative to make

a research equipment. (Dominik Honegger et al., Joshua M. Pearce,

Daniel K. Fisher)

As consumer market is getting diversified, it is difficult for

companies to provide products that fulfil differentiated demands. On
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<Figure 1.> Product platform and derivative modules

the other hands, targeting every segment involves problems with

development cost recovery because of the segmented market size and

the short product life cycle. The open source hardware development

methodology suggests a platform that faces 2-sided market as an

alternative to the problem. The company adopts open source hardware

development methodology, as the project owner provides a hardware

platform and core product sources to developers. Developers can

participate in the development process based on the provided sources

and develop functional modules. Customers then choose the platform

from the project owner and preferable modules from the developers.

By adopting this methodology, each stakeholder can expect

economic advantages. The project owner can achieve higher product

variety with comparably little cost. Developers have more opportunity

to enter the market since the open source has an effect of lowering

barriers in terms of technology and development cost. In the

customer side, customization and improvement of products can be

done by various combination of modules.
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Stakeholders Opportunities

Project owner
No cost penalties in manufacturing for higher

product variety

Developers Lowering barriers to market entry

Customers
Customization or functional improvement of

products

<Table 2.> Economic opportunities of open source product development

The framework presented in this study focuses on the platform

planning of the project owner. The project owner needs to boost

developers’ participation in the project to increase the number of

modules in the market. Developers decide their participation looking at

the expected profitability of using the given platform and sources. To

estimate the impact of the platform planning to developers’

participation decision, the participation index will be suggested. The

participation index shows what factors have influence on developers’

decision making and the relationships between the factors. Also, the

case of Google’s open source modular phone development project,

ARA is studied for validation of the framework.
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Chapter 2. Related Studies

The Open Source Hardware platform is a relatively new academic

topic and there are a few studies done. However it is rooted on

traditional subjects such as Open Source Software and product

architecture. It has been more than a decade that open source

methodology is applied to product development in the software

industry. Open source Software has been studied in terms of its

utility, project planning and management, or software architecture.

However the recent trend of the Open Source Hardware sprouted in

the mid 2000’ among online communities and it is still in the

beginning period. As its name connotes, the Open Source Hardware

shares the characteristics of open source and hardware. For this

reason it is reasonable to investigate what discussions took place

about Open Source Software and hardware architecture. Other former

researches on the Open Source Hardware are also searched in this

section.

2.1. Open Source Software

Research topics of the Open Source Software are varied as

business models, project management, and compensation system.

Bonaccorsi et al. (2006) performed an empirical study about adoption

strategies of companies between pure open source software and pore
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proprietary software. According to his analysis, the level of open

source adoption has correlation with following 3 variables; the

compatibility of examined open source with other proprietary

software, the period of using open source software, and the size of

the company. Another study done by McPherson et al. (2008)

estimated the economic value created through the open source

development methodology with the case of Linux operating system.

They covered not only Linux but software products derived from the

operating system to calculate the estimated costs consumed in

development. Terwiesch and Xu (2008) suggested a performance

measure model and sorted 3 types of open projects based on the

uncertainty involved. Given the conditions for best results in each

case, it is demonstrated the relationship between compensation and

performance. In the study of project management Bird et at. (2008)

dealt with an organization structure of a spontaneous open source

community. They did a network analysis using email logs generated

along development procedures and revealed that there exists a regular

organization structure. Another study of Baldwin and Clark (2006)

showed a modular structure of software improves participation of

programmers.

2.2. Product architecture

One of the concerns in the area of product architecture is problems

caused by the integrality and the modularity of the structure. Product
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architecture is defined by Urlich (1993) as 1) the alignment of

functional components, 2) the mappings between functional

components and physical components, 3) the interfaces between

physical components. The modular architecture refers to the structure

that has 1 to 1 mapping of functional components and physical

components with separated interfaces. Which means that there is no

inter-related interface between physical components. The modular

architecture has advantages in efficient product family management

for achieving product variety. Salvador et al. (2002) said that as

demands for product variety increase level of modularity also be

higher to enable various composition of module components. Martin

and Ishii (2002) also pointed out versatility of the product architecture

that consists of modules and a platform in achieving product variety.

As suggested in a study of Fujita (2002), the optimization problems

of product variety with modular architecture are classified into three

categories; optimization of module attributes, optimization of module

combination, optimization of product variety. Modular architecture is

appropriate for providing product variety within a product family

where products share much of similarities. Erenes and Verhulst

(1997) compared modular architecture and integral architecture as a

means to develop a series of products to verify strength of modular

architecture that flexibly responds to change requests.
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2.3. Open Source Hardware

The maker movement is getting popular and inexpensive making

equipment including 3D printers and CNC machines are available for

the public nowadays. The trend accelerates researches about Open

Source Hardware beyond the scope of hobby but for commercial

development. Kostakis and Papachristou (2014) mentioned

common-based peer production which accomplished 3D printer

production using only publicly approachable resources and open

source. Acosta (2009) enumerated, in his thesis, open source

development outcomes from the core technology level to the complete

product level. To evaluate economic value of using open source in

developing hardware, Pearce (2014) proposed models from the 4

perspectives. Those are cost saving effect for production, labor cost

saving effect, economic value proposition in the whole market, and

value creation in each industry. Jeremy and Jean-Francois (2015)

researched platforms for open source product development and

suggested evaluation criteria like openness, community management,

information management.

2.4. Limitations

The scope and quantity of studies about the Open Source

Hardware is increasing but it still has limitations. First, there is no

classification criteria that covers varied kinds of Open Source
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Hardware projects. Second, the Open Source Hardware has been

considered as an auxiliary methodology for product development or

hobby. That caused lack of framework for platform planning. Third,

although some tried to evaluate economic value of the Open Source

Hardware, an appropriate measure is not developed yet. This article

covers how to evaluate platform design for an open source hardware

development project. First, the open source hardware development is

investigated as a methodology that fulfills increasing demands for

mass customization. Second, a planning framework for the open

source hardware platform will be suggested. Developers’ participation

is one of key factors to successful project management for the open

source hardware development. Therefore the participation index is

designed to evaluate appropriate platform planning.
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<Figure 2.> Product development process: generic vs. open source methodology

Chapter 3. Characteristics of Open Source

Hardware

3.1. Product Development Process

The generic product development process consists of six phases;

Planning, Concept development, System-level design, Detail design,

Testing and refinement, and Production ramp-up. (Urlich, 2008)

Comparing the product development process, one of the biggest

differences between the open source hardware and the closed

development is when external developers take parts in the process.

In the open source hardware development process, the developers

are allowed to participate in developing individual function modules in

the earlier phase. Figure 2 depicted main issues considered at each

level of development processes and stakeholders who take

responsibility on them. The upper line shows the closed development
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System-level design Detail design

Ÿ Develop plan for product
options and extended
product family

Ÿ Define major
subsystems and interfaces

Ÿ Identify suppliers for
key components

Ÿ Perform make-buy
analysis

Ÿ Define final assembly
scheme

Ÿ Define part geometry
Ÿ Choose materials
Ÿ Complete industrial
design control
documentation

Ÿ Define piece-part
production processes

Ÿ Design tooling
Ÿ Define quality
assurance processes

Ÿ Begin procurement of
long-lead tooling

<Table 3.> Description of works done in System-level design phase and

Detail design phase of product development process

processes where responsibility of the third party stakeholder is limited

to the production process. However, in the lower line developers start

to work from the detail design phase.

It needs to look through the precise explanation of what are done

in the system-level design phase and the detail design phase for both

product development methods. In Table 3 specific jobs need to be

done at each phase are listed. In the closed development processes,

the project owner performs system-level design and detail design

inside the company. In this environment product architecture and

module variants are developed together under the same product

family plan. Throughout the processes decisions at each level are

made interactively, so the product architecture is optimized for

planned module variants. After every decision on design are fixed, the

third party suppliers participate in the process to provide production

service.
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Stakeholders Roles Descriptions

Project-owner Platform design Ÿ Define major subsystems
and interfaces

Ÿ Define part geometry
Ÿ Complete industrial design

Developer Detailed module
design

Ÿ Develop plan for product
options

Ÿ Choose materials
Ÿ Define piece-part
production processes

Customer Complete product

<Table 4.> Description of works done in open source product development

On the contrary, parts of the jobs are transferred from the project

owner to the third party developers in the open source development

process. The project owner decides the product architecture and

interface definitions of a platform. It is important that the platform

assures final product operation as a set of the platform and separated

modules. This can be achieved by unified interface design and

standardized development environment. Then following details are

handled by the developers who design modules. In the detail design

phase, as more developers participate more modules having

differentiated functions and attributes are offered. A product family is

composed as a consequence of customers’ heterogeneous choices on

module composition. Table 4 summarized changes in roles taken by

each stakeholders in the open source hardware development

environment.
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<Figure 3.> Open source project classification

3.2. Classification of Open Source Hardware

Projects

There are many projects managed under the open source policy

and they represent different characteristics and aims. One way to

distinguish the projects is looking at the licenses they are relying on.

The research done by Cambridge-JIC iGEM illustrated the guide to

classify the open source projects according to their license policies.

Another criteria can be performance level achieved by outcomes of a

project taking the open source manner. Terwiesch and Xu (2008)

classified open innovation problems into 3 major categories based on

the expected performance level considering characteristics of each

problem type. More to that, an open source project can be

distinguished by its outcomes from the perspectives of variety level.

Figure 3 depicted 3 project categories classified by the required

performance level and the variety of outcomes of each project

category. The vertical axis is the performance levels and the

horizontal axis shows the level of variety of project outcomes. Circled
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areas represent a. Expertise projects, b. Commercial projects, and c.

Hobbyist projects. Most of the open source projects found were

corresponding to one of these categories. The list of the projects

investigated are attached in Appendix.

Projects in the category a. Expertise projects are aiming at finding

the best solution for a given problem. Most of participants of those

projects have expertise or academic backgrounds in related fields. The

participants deliver solutions independently or together sharing

knowledge, then the best solution will be selected. This type of

projects are found in not only software or hardware industries but

covering diverse research fields. Linux OS development, DIY Drones,

Foldit, or Wikipedia can be classified to the category.

The category b. Commercial projects includes the open source

projects that are usually conducted by commercial firms. In this case

a firm offers product development sources to the third party

developers or companies to get derivative outcomes. Based on the

shared sources product functions can be modified or improved adding

variety to the product. As a result the firm carries out multiple

options to customers who have heterogeneous preferences. The

effectiveness of open source product development methodology in

fulfilling mass customization needs is not verified enough yet. It is

the beginning period of such projects; the modular phone project Ara

by Google and the 3D printer project Ember by Autodesk.

In the area c. Hobbyist projects the project characteristics are

flexibly defined from the perspectives of subject, scope, management
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rules. Projects are tend to be initiated by hobby communities and

most of these projects are comparably liberal. There is less

prerequisite conditions or technological understanding. Individuals can

suggest any ideas or participate in DIY making with diverse

objectives. Many of Arduino product communities and Make:

community are examples of this category.

In this study we focused on the second type of open source

projects to prove its potential as a product development methodology

that expands the third party and customer participation to add

product variety. Customer needs is getting more diversified, therefore

companies has been seeking strategies to meet the demand. A mass

customization strategy has been a virtue for companies making

consumer products. Product family management has been treated as a

strategy that serves customer needs for product differentiation. A

typical example is a modular product structure to postpone

customization activities. (Salvador et al., 2002) A set of product

variants possessing underlying functional similarities is offered to

meet customization demands. At the same time the strategy achieves

cost minimization goal by sharing the common technology, production

process, and even components. However, as the customer preferences

are getting more diverse, the open source hardware based on the

additive manufacturing technology is getting attention as an

alternative.

In their study Ng et al. (2015) proved advantages of the platform

strategy for mass customization comparing to the strategy that
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<Figure 4.> 2-sided market environment of open source hardware

development

producing multiple products. They distinguished the platform strategy

from product platforms for a family of products. Different from

product platforms sharing features and structural characteristics of a

product family, platform products offers a platform and add-on

products such as additional applications or separable modules. By

doing this the platform strategy provides more flexibility to customers

for purchasing preferable products which are compatible with the

platform. This is the form of products dealt with in this article for

Open Source Hardware development.

The Open Source Hardware platform supports a 2-sided market. In

the 2-sided market setting, the platform has 2 distinctive groups of

users. We call the stakeholder who provides the platform to the

market the project owner. There are 2 different user groups of

developers and customers. The project owner offers the platform and

its sources therefore developers can develop function modules using

this module development environment as standards. The modules are
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compatible with the platform compositing a complete product.

Customers choose a set of modules and implement then onto the

platform to use the product as a whole.

In this setting, the market size expands by two different primary

effects; the direct network effect inside of stakeholder group and the

cross group network effect. Sinha et al. (2015) modeled a 2-sided

market with a technology diffusion process technique to figure out

the critical mass over both sides of stakeholder groups for the

success of an open platform. It assumed the 2-sided market as a

discrete dynamic system where 12 types of modules evolve through 3

phases of improvement: optimized, novel, radical states. However this

paper focused on the mediating platform composition rather than

interactive behaviors of the stakeholders.

There is the network effect cross different stakeholder groups, the

interrelationship should be considered in designing a platform to work

effectively. The project owner decides which components to be in the

platform and whether their sources will be open. The objective of the

platform planning is to maximize developers’ participation in module

development in the first place. Using the open source saves the

development cost for developers, therefore they can maximize profit.

On the other hand, customers also choose the platform that serves

their preferences for the product with various modules developed by

developers. As the user based gets bigger more developers participate

in the project by the cross group network effect in the 2-sided

market. Before investigating on the platform planning in Chapter 4.
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1 Improves device re-configurability

2
Increases the device variety and speed of introduction for

new devices

3 Improves maintainability and serviceability of device

4
Decouples development tasks and manufacturing to some

extent

the product architecture for an open source hardware project is

introduced in the following section.

3.3. Product Architecture

Now let us look at the product architecture of the open source

hardware having the sense of its characteristics of 2-sided market.

Considering that the open source hardware modules are developed by

independent developers, it is necessary to mention the advantages of

the modular architecture. According to Product design, Otto and

Wood (2001), the modular architecture:

Which proves that the modular architecture fits better for the open

source hardware project thinking of its objectives: building a product

that provides variety of functional modules to customers by many

developers. There are also studies said that open source projects are

tend to be more modular than closed source projects.

Every module has a 1 to 1 mapping with each function and this

literally means the modular architecture of a product. The function is

recognizes by its specifications that are matched with customer

preferences. Customers evaluate the module function based on how

much the function specifications meet their demands. The modular
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<Figure 5.> 1 to 1 Module-Function mapping and its composition

architecture of this open source hardware is illustrated in Figure 5.

It is assumed that there are 2 modules having function 1 and 2.

Module 1 is composed with component 1, 2, 3, and module 2 is

composed with component 2 and 4. There are many variations for

each component and developers can take specific designs to develop

their modules. If the project owner plans a platform to include

component 2, the development cost of module 2 will drop by the

amount of component 2. However utilities of customers who want the

function 2 with heterogeneous preference decrease at the same time.

Because component 2 is fixed and the less variety of specification

options will be provided for customers. That can result in the

decrease of the user base size. The project owner should consider

this tradeoff relationship when they pick components to be included

in the platform. The participation index is suggested as a

measurement for impact of including a component into a platform to

developers’ participation in the open source hardware development.
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Chapter 4. The Evaluation Model for an

Open Source Hardware Platform

Open Source Hardware projects requires a pool of developers to

create an environment to promise customer satisfaction by providing

more options for customization needs. This is possible with the

design which is easy to understand and exchange, so customers can

tell which is best fit for their preferences. In this sense, the objective

of developing an Open Source Hardware platform is to boost

participation of developers in building modules. If more developers

offer diverse modules compatible with the platform, more customers

of the platform can get preferable combinations of modules.

4.1. Framework

The platform planning starts from lists of anticipated functions and

components to be included in a complete product. Among the

components list the project owner makes decision on which

components will be included in a platform and which will be

remained to be developed by developers in various forms. For this

decision making the participation index is suggested and calculated

for each components. The participation index is modeled to show how

much influence each component has to the developers’ participation in
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the project when it is provided on the platform. The index is

expected to give guidelines to the project owner in planning a

platform that will boost more developers’ participation in module

development.

From the developer’s point of view, expected development costs of

modules and a market size are critical factors to make the

participation decision. While the development cost affects the network

effect inside the developers group, the market size has an impact to

the cross group network effect. This idea is reflected in modeling the

participation index. The estimated cost saving by using the open

hardware platform is put on the numerator of the index. The bigger

the amount, the more developers will participate in the development.

On the denominator side, the amount of the product variety change

caused by the platform which fixes certain components variety. Since

the user satisfaction is proportional to the offered product variety, the

product variety change is used to represent how much the user

satisfaction changes by the inclusion of components in the platform.

This is used to replace the component impact to the market size. As

a whole, the bigger the index means that the cost saving effect of

the component is bigger than variety decrease.

4.2. The participation index

First, looking at the change of the module development costs, it

depends on the utilization rate of the open source of components
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<Figure 6.> Framework of platform planning introducing the participation index
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<Figure 7.> Example of Quality Function Deployment matrix

included in the platform. Each developer can decide how much of the

open source to use for their module development. If the utilization

rate   , it means that the component source is not provided or not

used even though it is provided. When developer modifies the open

source before s/he reuse it, then the utilization rate has value

between 0 and 1. The value is 1 in the case of reusing the open

source as it is given. The equation (1) applies this principle to

calculation of module development cost. For all component s of the

module , development cost of component , , is reduced as much

as proportional to its utilization rate . The summation of every

components’ development cost is total development cost of the

module.

∀∈ 
  



∙ -------- Eq.(1)

Each module is composed with several components and

components realize the function specifications. This relationship is

drawn on the Quality Function Deployment (QFD) matrix of the
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product. QFD matrix is a method to derive product characteristics

based on an assessment of customer needs. (Pugh, 1990) Using the

matrix, the relationship between the product characteristics and the

customer requirements is expressed in quantified values. The product

characteristics are cascaded into the subsystems and the components

to develop the bases for subsequent product design. In this study,

QFD has the hierarchical architecture of the function,  , and the

detailed specifications,  which are listed on each row of the matrix.

The whole components list of the product is on the column side. 


has the value of 1 if the component  is mapped to the specification

 of the function , otherwise the value is 0.

The specification variety is decided by the following three factors;

component-specification relationship (
 ) informed by a QFD matrix,

component variety (), and source utilization (). As shown in the

equation (2), specification variety is gained by multiplying the number

of each component alternatives which is called the component variety

. The component variety changes as the project owner provides

the component in a platform and developers choose to use a certain

proportion of the given component. Depending on the utilization rate,

the component variety is calculated by the equation (3) when the rate

has the value between 0 and 1. However, it has the variety of 1 if

developers adopt the component source as it is given it the platform.

∀∈ 
  



 --------Eq.(2)
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≤≺ 
′  × --------Eq.(3)

  
′  --------Eq.(4)

The impact of each component to the whole product is induced

from the component contribution to the variety of a specification. In

the equation (5), the component contribution to the variety of a

specification is defined as the amount of variety change between the

cases with and without the component in the platform. For the

specification variety with the component in the platform, it is

assumed that the source utilization rate is 100% and the component

variety has the minimum value of 1.

 
  




  
≠



 --------Eq.(5)

To each specification of the function,  is designated to represent

the importance of the specification to the variety of the product. In

their study, Jiang et al. (2006) modeled a utility function of customers

with high sensitivity of preference for product specifications.

However, it is limited to estimate the customer sensitivity level

before its establishment of the open source hardware market. Instead,

in this study, it is estimated using the Analytical Hierarchy Process

(AHP) model.
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Values Description

1 A and B has equal importance

3 A is moderately more important than B

5 A is strongly more important than B

7 A is very strongly more inportant than B

9 A is extremely more important than B

2, 4, 6, 8 In between importance

<Table 5.> Pair-wise comparison values and descriptions

<Figure 8.> AHP model for the platform planning framework

AHP model is introduced by Saaty (1980) as a means to solve

Multiple Criteria Decision Making problems. It assumes that there are

hierarchical relationship between multiple criteria, therefore the weight

of the higher level criteria should be reflected to the lower level. In

Figure 8, the first level of the hierarchy represents the goal of the

decision making, which is the platform planning in this study. The

functions are placed on the second level and the components are the

third. Then to get the priority vector for each level of the hierarchy,

the pair-wise comparison is performed between criteria on the same

level. The pair-wise comparison asks which criterion is prior to the

other as described in Table 5. The results are depicted using a

matrix composed with the elements (i,j) have the value of:
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a b c Priority

a 1 1/5 3 0.16 0.14 0.38 0.23

b 5 1 4 0.79 0.69 0.5 0.66

c 1/3 1/4 1 0.05 0.17 0.12 0.11

6.33 1.45 8 1 1 1 1

<Table 6.> Example of a pair-wise comparison table

 or    i f          

Then normalized the values on every column to transform the

matrix into the priority vector. The priority vector is induced by

calculating the arithmetic means of each row. Resulted value means

comparable importance of each specifications to the product variety.

The component contribution to the variety of specification, the value

estimated before, is multiplied by the priority vector as the weighting

factor implying the importance of each specification. Then aggregate

the values for the whole list of specifications and modules. Finally we

got the product variety change induced by component m by the

following equation (6).

∆ 
  




  



∙  -------Eq.(6)

Figure (9) illustrated estimation of the variety change with a

simple example. The estimation is done in 3 steps: calculating

components contribution to the specification variety, weighting by the

priority vector of specifications, summing the values assigned to each

component. To get how much the product variety changes by

component 2, following steps are necessary. The variety of

specification  is estimated as 468 by multiplying the variety of
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<Figure 9.> Estimation of the product variety change by components
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component 2 and component 3, 39 and 12. Based on this, the variety

change of specification  caused by component 2 is 456

( ×× ). Similar estimation is done for every specification

related to component 2. Now, the priority vector for each specification

is calculated. Values on the column of component 2 are multiplied by

the priority vector and summed up; ××× . This

is the amount of the product variety change by inclusion of

component 2 into the platform.

For completion of the participation index, the change amount of

development cost and variety are normalized each. The normalized

value are notated as ∆ , ∆ and they are compared to see
how much is the impact of the component k.

∆
∆

---------Eq.(7)

4.3. Platform evaluation

The final step of the evaluation is expanding the participation

index of components to the scope of platform. The possible set of

platform composition has  cases, which count in or out of every

anticipated component. Therefore the platform evaluation is done for a

given set of components for the practicality. Regarding there are

different versions of platforms having a subset of the whole

components list,    ∈.
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 ∆
∆




  



×∆∙

  



×∆∙

∈ 
 



----------Eq.(8)

The equation (8) examines the full components list if the

components are included in the given platform set or not. For those

in the platform the development costs and the variety change value

are multiplied by the average source utilization of the component, and

added to get the participation index of the platform.
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Chapter 5. Case Study

5.1. Project Ara (Google ATAP)

Project Ara was developed by Paul Eremenko and it is now one of

Google’s Advanced Technology and Projects (ATAP). It has the goal

of developing a smartphone under the principle of the Open Source

Hardware having a modular architecture. Google’s hope is to lower

the entry barrier of the smartphone industry as a license or additional

fees are eliminated. Developers will be able to develop function

modules for the Ara modular phone platform using a distributed

Module Developers Kit (MDK). (Wikipedia) Google is also planning

an open market for modules as an android Play Store sells

smartphone applications. Customers who purchase the Ara modular

phone platform could have a complete phone with selected modules

from the market. The first working prototype of the Ara modular

phone was demonstrated in 2014 at the Google I/O.

Not only smartphones but many of embedded systems are

organized around 2-sided platforms. Video game industry is the

representative example of 2-sided market and computers, PDA also

had similar market environments. (Andrei Hagiu, 2005) So far, the

2-sided market mainly focused on software side and there were lots

of applications developed by the third party developers. The
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<Figure 10.> The composition of Ara platform

smartphone application markets such as Play Store or iTunes app

store also have been populated and customers have understanding of

personalizing their smartphones. The open module market is expected

to apply the personalization principle to hardware module selection

along with various function needs for a smartphone.

The Ara modular phone will be delivered with different sizes and

each of them have slots on the front and back surfaces. The front

slots are mainly taken for a display and a receiver. Modules on the

back slots perform various functions from common features, such as

cameras and batteries, to specialized features, such as medical

devices, receipt printers, laser pointers, and so on. There has been

significant changes in the third version of the hardware platform

from the second version, which is announced in May 2016. This

article focused on comparing components of two versions and

analyzed which version would engage more developers’ attraction.

The basic platform structure is depicted in Figure 10. The product

platform can be viewed as a combination of a software platform and

a hardware platform. The frame of the Ara modular phone is called
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Platform version ver.2   (Feb, 2015) ver.3   (May, 2016)

Functionality Ÿ Module retention
Ÿ Mechanical   

strength
Ÿ Data switch and   

routing
Ÿ RF switching and   

routing
Ÿ Power management  

 and distribution

Ÿ All functionalities   in 
the version 2

Ÿ Smartphone   
function

Ÿ Touch screen   
display

<Table 7.> Version comparison of the hardware platform of Project Ara

Endoskeleton which is a part of the hardware platform. The main

differences between version 2 and version 3 were found in the

functions provided by the hardware platform. The version 2 offered 5

major functions including module retention, mechanical strength and

design, data switch and routing, RF switching and routing, power

management and distribution. (Project Ara Developer Conference 2,

2015) However, in the version 3, the basic smartphone functionalities

are included in the platform. Besides this change the front side of the

platform is offered as fixed with a display component. The platform

evaluation will be done for these two different versions of the

platform.

5.2. Platform evaluation

Smartphone components are selected with help of smartphone

developers as in Table 8. The function list and related specifications

are investigated based on the existing smartphones in the market.

Selected smartphone functions are referenced from the research of
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Smartphone Components 

1 SDRAM 10 Power Management 19 Video

2 Nano Flash 11 Camera 20 FM Stand Along

3 NOR Flash 12 Display 21 Microphone

4 Mobile DDR 13 Keypad 22 WiFi

5 Communication  
 Processor 14 Touch Screen   Ctrl 23 Bluetooth Radio

6 Application   
Processor 15 Vibrator 24 GPS

7 RF Transceiver 16 Battery 25 Gyroscope &   
Accelerometer

8 Audio Codec 17 Battery Charging 26 Ambient Light   
Sensors

9 Audio Amps 18 USB/OTG   Transceiver 27 Proximity   Sensors

<Table 8.> Smartphone components

characteristics considered for smartphone choices. (Jainarain, 2013)

Based on the list, functions and specifications that are relied on

software rather than hardware are excluded in the process of

preparing QFD matrix. As a result, 36 specifications related to 8

functions are selected.

Using these information, we mapped appropriate components to

each specifications to complete the QFD matrix. Development costs of

components are replaced by market price of the components and the

number of suppliers2) of each component is used as the value of  .

The average source utilization rate per component,  is given

randomly between 0 and 1. The complete QFD is depicted on Figure

11. The binary values in the cell are only checked for the

relationships between the specification on the row and the component

of the column. (1 represents that the component contributes to the

variety of the specification, and 0 does not.)
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Function Specification Version 2 Version 3
Speed RAM O O

Fast processor O O
Responsive   application control O O

Design   & 
Personal 
alignment

Slim size O O
Attractive   design X X
Button   placement X O
Durable   quality materials O O
Customisable   display X O
Gorilla glass (scratch proof) X O
Voice command   capable X O
Accurate touch   keyboard input X O
Gesture   commands X O

Screen Fluid touch   screen X O
High   resolution display X O
Large screen X O
Borderless full   screen display X O
Bright   backlight X O
Hi-definition   graphics capable X O

Networking   
& 
Connectivity

Compatibility   with other devices X O
Wi-Fi capable X O
Inter-device   connect ability O O
Navigation/   maps X O
Bluetooth   capable X O

Camera Dual camera X X
Camera   resolution X X

Social   
networking

Access to   social 
media/networks

X O

MMS X O
E-mail access X O
Instant   messaging X O
Internet   browsing X O
Open   architecture 
(can share media)

X O

Storage & 
Life

Large capacity   fixed memory X O
Long life   battery X X

Extras Radio X X
Loud speakers X O
Notifications   and alerts X O

<Table 9.> Smartphone functions and specifications included in the

different versions of Ara platforms

2) http://www.digikey.kr/
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<Figure 11.> QFD matrix of the smartphone specifications and components

<Figure 12.> Calculating the priority vector for the function lists

The priority vector for weighting the specifications is induced by

the 2-level AHP model. The first level of the model consists of the

product functions. The pair-wise comparison as shown in Figure 12

is done to get the priority vector at the function level. The columns

on the right side of the matrix are the normalized values and the far
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<Figure 13.> Pair-wise comparison for the components
right column shows the averages.

Figure 13 demonstrates the example of the pair-wise comparison

for the components. The zoomed-in part presents the comparison for

specifications of Design & Personal alignment function. The resulting

average priority values of each specification are weighted by the

function priority vector which is estimated above (Figure 12). The

weighted value is the importance for the product variety,  .

5.3. Result and analysis

On the cell of the QFD matrix presented in Figure 14, the

numbers represent how much components contribute to the variety of

specifications listed on the 2nd column. Color blocking of blue/grey
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When the source utilization rate : 100%
Platform components d.cost d.diversity PI(k)

ver. 2 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 18 0.173 0.084 2.06

ver. 3
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 21, 22, 23, 
24, 25, 26, 27

0.433 0.139 3.1

When the source utilization rate is given randomly
Platform components d.cost d.diversity PI(k)

ver. 2 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 18 0.133 0.055 2.41

ver. 3
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18, 21, 22, 23, 
24, 25, 26, 27

0.283 0.081 3.49

<Table 10.> Platform comparison by component compositions and PI values

means function division, therefore specifications in the same color

blocking is relevant to the same function module. The 1st columns is

devoted to the priority vector, {}. The costs row (the 2nd row)

means the proportion of components charged over total cost. The 3rd

row is the number of modules that use the component. The amount

of cost saving is calculated by multiplying the cost row, the source

utilization rate (random value between 0 and 1), and the number of

modules using the component.

For comparison of platform composition of version 2 and version 3,

it is checked on the 3rd and the 4th columns whether the specification

of the considering function is included in the platform or not. If a

certain specification is counted for the platform, then the components

mapped on the matrix are regarded as in the platform and provided

openly to developers. By this rule, the components in each platform

are listed in Table 10. As introduced in the section 5.1. the biggest
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<Figure 14.> Estimating the participation index for components
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change from version 2 to version 3 is inclusion of the networking

function and the display function. At the first sight, it can be noticed

that the number of components in the version 3 is bigger than the

other.

The participation indexes are also calculated as seen in the table.

The upper table is comparing the platforms under the assumption

that the source utilization rate is 100%. That means that developers

take the components as they are offered by the platform harming the

product variety at maximum amount. The lower one applies the

source utilization rate as random numbers for each components. It

means that each component has different source utilization rate from

others, and the value is given randomly for estimation. The

calculation result shows the higher participation index with both

cases.

This is comprehended as a result of including the components such

as the network function related ones. Those components have

relatively low level of varieties or some components with high level

of varieties are related to the specifications have less importance to

the product variety. This is confirmed by the participation index of

each components that are added in the version 3 but not in the

version 2. For example, component 5, 12, 13, 14, 21, 24 have relatively

high participation index. It means that these components contributed

cost saving rather than product variety decrease. The direction the

platform change occurred can be evaluated helpful for the project in

terms of boosting developers’ participation.
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Chapter 6. Conclusion

We have investigated that what factors should be considered when

planning a platform for open source hardware development. The

participation index is suggested according to the advantages possibly

be achieved by the open source methodology: product variety,

lowering market entry barrier, and customization. In a commercial

open source hardware project, boosting participation of developers is

one of the key factors to success of the project. In that context, we

introduced an objective of platform planning to be maximizing

developers’ participation using the platform as a medium.

The platform would serve both markets of developers and

customers forming the 2-sided market. In the 2-sided market,

developers make a participation decision taking account of

development costs and size of user-base of the platform. In this

study, the expected amount of development cost saving by using the

sources of the platform is considered to estimate developers’

advantage. On the other hand, the impact of providing components

commonality by the platform to the product variety is estimated.

Through the case study of Google open source modular phone

project Ara, we could compare different hardware platform plans.

According to the value of index, providing more component not

always secure advantages for participating developers but when it

has less harm to the demand for the product variety. Since there are
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specifications about which customers want various alternatives to

fulfil their personal preferences, it is better to provide related

components by developers. However for the components that

contribute to specifications with the lower priority vector values are

better to be provided in the platform for cost saving.

In this sense, suggested index will be helpful for project owners

who are planning a platform of open source hardware development

projects. The participation index can be used for selecting platform

components considering its impact to development cost and product

variety. It is better to include components with higher value of the

participation index to secure developers’ interests in project. Another

usage of the participation index is evaluating a given platform design

as demonstrated with the case of the project Ara. For given sets of

components the aggregated value can be estimated and evaluated.

There were several limitations in studying this theme and problem.

In this study only cost and variety are considered for evaluation.

However there are other factors significant to success of open source

hardware projects such as management of community, process

supports, or demand for customization. Even though it is narrowed

down to component selection problem, critical problems like

developers’ demand for each components would be better to be

contemplated for a more precise model in future studies. Open source

hardware is a relatively new concept, there are not enough examples

and data to investigate yet. It limited the study to be a parametric

modeling and multiple application of the suggested model is lacked. In
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future works, it would be hopefully supplemented and more precise

models established.
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No. 　 Name Website Description

1

Community

OSI (Open Source  
Initiative) http://opensource.org/ OSI

　 OSHWA  (Open Source 
Hardware Association) http://www.oshwa.org/ OSHWA

2 IBM  OpenTech https://developer.ibm.com/ope
ntech/ 　

3 IBM  DeveloperWorks http://www.ibm.com/developer
works/ 　

4 Amazon  mechanical 
turk

https://www.mturk.com/mturk/
welcome

　
Crowdsourcing 
Labor

5 Open  Innovation 
Community http://openinnovation.net/

Information  
resource
Henry 
Chesbrough

6 Open  Source Ecology http://opensourceecology.org/ 　

7 Smart  Manufacturing 
Leadership Coalition

https://smartmanufacturingcoal
ition.org/open-platform-smart-
manufacturing

　

8

FLOSS  (Free/Libre 
Open Source Software) 
Competence Center 
Network

http://flosscc.opensource.org/ 　

9 Boston  Open Source 
Science Laboratory 　 　

10 BYU  Open Souce Lab 　 Brigham Young  
University

11 Michigan  Tech 　 　

12 OSU  Open Source Lab 　 Oregon State  
University

13 Open  Source Research 
Lab 　

University of 
Texas  at El 
Paso

14

Platform

Raspberry  Pi https://www.raspberrypi.org/ Microcontroller

15 Arduino http://www.arduino.cc/ Microcontroller

16 LittleBits http://littlebits.cc/ Electronics kits

17 Bare  Conductive http://www.bareconductive.co
m/ Electronics kits

18 Microduino https://www.microduino.cc/ Electronics kits

19 Hummingbird  Robotics 
Kit

http://www.hummingbirdkit.co
m/ Electronics kits

20 EZcontrol http://www.ezcontrol.it/ Electronics kits

21 RedBearLab http://redbearlab.com/ Electronics kits
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22 Arachnid  Labs http://www.arachnidlabs.com/i
ndex.html Electronics kits

23 NEWTC http://www.newtc.co.kr/en/inde
x.php Electronics kits

24 Temboo https://www.temboo.com/ Code library

25 ARTIK https://www.artik.io/ 　Samsung

26 LilyPad  Ardino http://lilypadarduino.org/ Microcontroller

27 Linux
http://www.linux.com/
http://www.linuxfoundation.org
https://www.kernel.org/

Software

28 Scrum https://www.scrum.org/
http://www.scrumguides.org/

Product 
development  
framework

29 Apache  software 
foundation http://apache.org/ Software

30 Windows https://dev.windows.com/en-U
S/iot

OS supports 
for  
microcontroller
s
Microsoft

31

Projects

Make http://makezine.com/ Makershed and 
Maker  fair

32 Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M
ain_Page

Collective  
intelligence

33 Free  Cultural Works http://freedomdefined.org/Defi
nition

Collective  
intelligence

34 DIY  Drones http://diydrones.com/ Drone - 3D 
Robotics

35 Kickstarter https://www.kickstarter.com/ Fund raising

36 LEGO.com  Create and 
Share

http://www.lego.com/en-us/cre
ateandshare Lego

37 Sourceforge http://sourceforge.net/ Software 
projects

38 Local  Motors https://localmotors.com/ Car

39

Business

Quirky https://www.quirky.com/
Idea gathering 
to  
manufacture

40 Crowd  Supply https://www.crowdsupply.com/
Idea gathering 
to  
manufacture

41 Makershed http://www.makershed.com/ Make

42 3D  Robotics http://3drobotics.com/ DIY Drone

43 Adafruit http://www.adafruit.com/ 　

44 Cooking  hacks https://www.cooking-hacks.co
m/ 　

45
Conference

Solid http://solidcon.com O'Reilly

46 Open  Hardware 
Summit http://2015.oshwa.org/ OSHWA
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47

License

Creative  Commons https://creativecommons.org/ 　

48 TAPR  Open Hardware 
License 　

JohnAckermann
OSScommunity
(BrucePerens,Eri
cS.Raymond)

49 Ballon  Open Hardware 
License 　 the Balloon 

Project

50 OpenCores 　 　

51 Hardware  Design 
Public License 　

opencollectore.
org
GrahamSeaman

52 CERN  Open Hardware 
License (OHL) 　

Open 
Hardware  
Repository

53 The  Solderpad License 　
ApacheLicensev
ersion2.0
AndrewKatz

54 RYF  (Respect Your 
Freedom) 　

Certification 
program
The Free 
Software  
Foundation

55
Toolkit

Smart  Citizen https://smartcitizen.me/ Community 
platform  kit

56 Spacebrew http://docs.spacebrew.cc/ Connecting kit



초 록

본 논문은 오픈소스 하드웨어 개발 프로젝트에서 플랫폼의 디자인

을 평가하는 데에 목적이 있다. 논문의 전반부에서는 오픈소스 하드웨어

의 정의 및 그 성격을 살펴본다. 또한, 오픈소스 하드웨어 프로젝트의 성

격을 프로젝트 결과물에 대한 다양성 요구 정도와 성능을 기준으로 분류

하였다. 후반부에서는 오픈소스 하드웨어의 플랫폼을 기획하는 프레임워

크를 제안하고 평가 모델을 세워 구글의 오픈소스 모듈러 폰 개발 프로

젝트인 Ara에 적용하였다. 평가 지표로서 프로젝트에 참여하는 개발자들

의 참여도를 예측하기 위한 인덱스를 제안한다.

시장의 매스 커스터미제이션에 대한 요구가 증가함에 따라 그에 대한

대응책으로서 오픈소스 하드웨어 개발 방식을 살펴보았다. 오픈소스 하

드웨어 개발 방식에서 프로젝트 기획자는 플랫폼과 관련된 개발 소스들

을 개발자들에게 공개하고 제공하는 역할을 한다. 독립적으로 개발에 참

여하는 개발자들은 이렇게 개방된 플랫폼과 개발 소스를 바탕으로 모듈

을 개발하여 다양한 기능을 제공한다. 개별 모듈은 플랫폼의 표준에 맞

도록 설계되어 서로 호환 가능한 플랫폼과 모듈 셋이 통합되어 하나의

완전한 제품으로서 기능한다. 소비자들을 완제품을 구성하기 위해 플랫

폼과 자신의 선호에 맞는 모듈을 선택하여 구매한다.

플랫폼의 구성을 평가하기 위한 평가 인덱스의 구성은 다음과 같다.

개별 컴포넌트에 대하여 해당 컴포넌트가 플랫폼을 통해 제공될 경우 개

발자들이 모듈 개발 시, 플랫폼에 제공된 컴포넌트를 활용한다고 가정한

다. 이 때 프로젝트에 미치는 영향을 개발자의 개발 코스트 절감과 제품

의 다양성 감소 측면에서 고려하였다. 개발 코스트 절감은 개발자의 개



발 참여 증대를 가져오고 제품의 다양성 감소는 시장에서 소비자의 수요

충족도를 낮춰 이면시장의 간점 네트워크 효과에 따라 개발자 참여를 축

소시킨다. 이와 같은 트레이드오프 관계를 고려하여 복수의 컴포넌트로

구성된 플랫폼을 기획하고 평가하는 기준을 세워 활용할 수 있다.

주요어 : 오픈소스 하드웨어, 매스 커스터미제이션, 플랫폼 평가, 개

발자 참여, 구글 프로젝트 Ara

학 번 : 2014-22641
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